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ABSTRACT 
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1. INTRODUCTION* 

Quantum tnccliAiiks. imII I I IMI^ teliitivistir •|it»tltu.ii iiM'fhiiiiirs am) scroll*! 

<|iiaiiiizi'<{ i\tAi\ llittiry, is usually ihouj;lit u> retpiiiraii iiifiiiiit^lmii'iiMotial llillnrrt 

-.part- ami complex amplitude* for its m.itl»*niAtii -«| articulation, Sn.n* neither are 

ubiiniir.lv present in tin" laboratory in «»y «'a.iil> rcn.^uizabli' fotui, icMUdicully 

imbued physical;, tc-nd to dislrusl ;!ir f<n:n«listi! without having ,uiy generally 

acceptable way to repimv it UUKM'II oner described the lelalioiiship bi'lwmi an 

uittinary man and hi* philosophy; he is in tin 1 Minn- »t nation its a man who is 

•-link wild flti old wife whom lie has erased to love mid know* no acceptable way 

of Ret ting rid of, yel will lei no oiltsidei cast iuipi'isinus on her. Many practicing 

(tliysii ists (are .t similar dilemma when confronted witti tin fouiidntioiiH of <|tiaiittim 

mechanic*. 

Since thiaiitimi iin><haliirs involves discrete am] countable (heme it) fart nc»i-

infinite) phenomena sitili a.s mass value,-., energy levels, conserved ipiantuiii mini 

hers atul tin1 like.one attractive po>*ibility would appear t«. In* replacing the tout in-

ilittii st nil title nf foment tonal tpiitiilum ir.ecliaint s by .1 timidly finite and discrete 

theory As ft <oi(M'<|in'.jri' tit .1 I I - M M I I I I pn "grain started by liastm JIIMI Kdmister 

utei thirty yi-iiih i\^u. M U I I a llieuiy imw exists uttd ha- \\*\\w\ a mMln hi.Aual 

basis in (lie oitti riutj <>)>r mhn riifrutV drawn fnuti < uniputer s< lence ' 

A practical Martini; point fii| irp|a< nig •!"* nnitiiiuiini i'ViHHlpliuil* of elcineii 

tiiry particle pliy^io. by A lituli* and disci«-!*» haw* ii In assume thai all change?. 

ill *pnvial "position" are i|ii;itili/.t'il with tin* l.nrrtil/ inv.ii i.ilit step Irli^ll* hfmr 

ivul lluti all changes in ti-m|U)ta| ouli'tiu^ .itc t|>i;viiu/i'il wtth ^ l.im ii)l/ H)\,ir»;\it1 

llinr interval of fc/™-' I ln> iiunlcl, jtiunceifd hy St.-ni' , i It-nil; unpin-* a 

<|t|.iM hual XttUrbtuttfuuq wtlli vrUmlv tliaii^i'K i|iianli^nl lo i t Mils moiM •% 

ih'vrhiptnl titTf, fullowniK Inir^ Inxl out (Ins year1 

Tin-re an 1 two wnjur i|iifstiu:id ivlndi incur iniiiiiiiMtcly to |>II.VMIMS vvpili jt 

vimtiiiiumi ln'iit what h.tppiti^ tt> l.oit'iii/ itivaii.tmi' aiitl what ttappi'tî - tn mta 

tionitl invarlaiiri-'. Obviously holli air "Ijrokfii" if (lie M,tim>i!<l of <uinpanMiii is 
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the routimiurn theory. The question for a physmtt is rather, art* thru- observable 
consequences of thin symmetry breaking? 

Take IjorenLz invariant* first. Clearly there is no way to show thai a vrlnaty 
is exactly zero or txactiy <* by measurement. The best we can do is to say that 
in particular experimental circumstances the velocity parameter /? = Vfc lien in 
the range -JJ^— < 0 < 1 - y* -;- So we need make Ixircntz trwisdorinalioim 
only for rational fraction velocity oaraincters within these limits. As wc have 
discussed elsewhere'1,1', for the interval between two events at (0,0) and (7,1), 
defining 0 ~ 2/d, the interval r2 - trt2 - :2 - (et + z){et - t) is invariant under 
the transformation (rf'4 ;') - p{ri + «).(**' - :') - p~l{ct - 2), which is equivalent 
to the 1-oreiitz transformation 

:' = 1„[: + /V*0; rt* * >(W + /*,0: 1* = 5 ^ + P~l); # = 1 - 1 / ^ H t ) 

Note that the square root implied liy the definition uf •>,, must he represented by 
a rational fnutioit 111 our discrete theoiy, tin- appropriate value mil In- arrived 
al n.siiiK ilic experimental limits already assumed. Cimnwmeutly tiiuj model wlurli 
generates rational fraiiion velocities m Mich a nay llial the empirical result* cannot 
show the ilisi'tetenes> 1>>' illleger counts in units of /t/»i,,r and/or time.'* in imit^ of 
h/tiipr2 wit) lu< indistinguishable in its observable consequei 'i«s from a • uiiliiiiuini 
theory, so far ns the threcl consequences of l.orent/ iuvariauce are romeimd 

tt.tl.illim.il liivaii.oiiv is allot liet mallei ll IS 11/n inly broken 111t he ton wiitiuii.it 

lht-oi\ by ainwhif moment iiuHptanti/.iliuTT Kot .1 system with aii^nl.U momentum 

./'<, where J lakes mlc^ei «u lull integer \alne.s we < ail oiilj tielilie Uj * I diM lele 

angles As Mans t'linstiim l'aull k<v|is reminding us. tuttit uinul.u moment mil i% 

iiof Lifieiil/ IIIVLII iiiiil, MI wc will Iwvc no need to derive ll Dike we lta\e inndmed 

a model in whn It vegei utlc^ei and half integer toniponetiUof angular momentum 

toiisisleully with out step length qu.iiili.-atitm, and 1 an relate I he implied dis.iet.-

lol.tlions u> nut iliMiett1 l.oieni/ ii.ni-.tin'i.iin>u>, in an- through mill tin- .on 

si 1 in Moit We behe\etliat it is up 1,1 ihr • untiiiinun tlniuiM-. lojuMilv int.iluui.il 
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invariants in the face of Angular inuuieiilum c|iiantizalloM. It is their problem, not 

ours. 

The ihrory wr employ is baaed on ordered linitr Mringg of the symbols "0" 

and " 1 " which combine under exclusive or (XOH) , i.e. "bit-strings''. They wtw 

originally introd' d into the theory for quilt* different reasons than the current 

application. It was subsequently discovered that they h*ve the requisite prattertieii 

to model both the tfittcrbr.wcyung with which wr Marl and the minuttim IIUIIIIMTS 

of the nUiidnrd model of <jimrkii and le'ilon*. This JH less surprisine, tlinil it luigllt 

seem At first sight, since HAMUII'S philosophy all along was that "space*, "time'* 

And "particles" have to be romtrurled together, and hil-slriiiKs weie introduced 

with that objective in mind. 

Hit brings neatly take care of both piopeilieK we have already seen that we 

nerd an imidHinft elements, A s1riii]%nf IniRih « will have k " 1 " *» with fl < It < I I . 

It can he used lit define a velmity jMiameler on the interval ( -1,1) by tnkinj^ 

,t :: « ~ |. This fact has a iiuuli deeper hi^iiitieaiit v; i< * oilier hum I lie ilclinilinii 

of ri//n6ulf n tartly in the <»nntrfi<r ujmuhH Htliufu.s'** If we have two distinct 

Hiring with k\ i k-t < n, when they lomhine by eKrlu*iieor to form .1 third string 

it will have a value of k ill I lie r.iU£f |t"i i ' j | *- k «•• k\ I k:. pret isely the torn* I 

limits for I In* addition of aiiKiihn niumeiiU We <<m base our model on btl Htiinft* 

mil l «011 lideuer that we tan louMiml I IH-M- I tillCal linnet!n of telalniilic quantum 

mechanic:. All we need fnmi I hi' funii.onriil.il theory .it lliisMa>v is the fail that it 

^ener<iie.i t\ MIIIK nulls Lu^r niimiM ,)l l>n NI I I I IH* uhnli.foi mil niih.il pni'liou1*. 

tin- .itinliaiv liiilh a** to length and • oru|Mi*rtion 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEX 
WAVE FUNCTIONS FROM BIT-STRINGS 

2.1. WHY ami-Lux AMIM.ITI'DKS? 

Kxauuiialiim uf lIn* finiiiil;»iiiitial jih-asl*' ntvc|ed i«> < mist met a liwie and di> 

crrU' relativist ie <1limitum iiii'fhAllies from bit strings'1' led Mt(a>veran ti> the t<m 

elusion that the lum-d.Wnal statistics in quantum mechanic; (eg. complex ptoh 

ability amplitudes rather than real probabilities) can he modeled ill any system 

whose mulliplepatlis betw«vit two "events" share milistmRinsliable elements Since 

lie discussed this al ANl'A II'*' and also here al AM'A WKST (i iit tin- talk jitsi 

prior lo mint'' ( reler ywii to his paper* fur details. 

Consider tin1 standard double slit experiment shown m limine I In both u\*<> 

\\v iimki' two calibration runs with one or theothei >lii blocked, and ih<*n open 

both, Wlit'ii we have insured thai llie particle goes through oiteslil or llieothei h\ 

(lie liriiu; of a counter, tin- inttnhci of paths which is proportional to tin- iniiiiln-i 

of counts recorded in the two calihraiiou runs, /'1 01 /'.•, allow Hi* to \>vtdm the 

outcome when both slits are open and 1 lie particles go tlnoiif*h one at .1 time (t »• 

t'yt . U) to lie simply the sum of the two individual \ ases, \\ \ V* - I* This 

prcdntion IN verified experimentally. Ne^nting <oirei turns due lo the s l imluic 

of (lu> (diintei* which I h.ive d u m p e d elsewhere" , the two <alihialion 1 UII-S in 

winch die counters do not line give a distribution will* li IN the same .is m the lust 

caw, i.e. / * j / / ' | / y / ' j However WIHII both slits are ..pen. I\, / l\ t / ' / 

In fact experiments gi ve tin- double >lit interference pat lei 11 character!*! ii of w.t\v 

iiinlio,). where tin* difference in p;ith lengths r.ill he cmnpuied IIMIIK A - ''//'• "ilh 

H •• •f.imc 

We assume, as will be ibe ia.it' in 0111 model, that tin- two paths are itnUfun 

</«»l/i\l/ generated ami hence deli He a J0111I puihahihtv space wttli / ' l / ) . element* A 

coinciiicul wav '.u paramctcn/c the situation is lo wnle /'•' ^ t'jj - / ' J - "J7̂  /*;' 

/ t j \ , whuh is )det»ln .»))> satisfied if the two paths smiph add. If. due l.> mdi> 

tiugm*hable paths which we do not know bou to a>Mj;n to either /', 01 J'., we 
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have iiidivil (little I lit* Uvu iiulvjivnilciil ill I in* MUM 1 (li.it tin- jmulm t t\ll, is llu 

longer < otistriiiiirii ttilii-i 1I1.111 l»\ lln' iii>'«|uality -t'\ l'> • /'•'. « v c m .nl<i|>t, !i~, as 

\\iv mf;«*iirt* of tin* sipt.-irr of tin- niiinti<-r <>i [Mills in tin* ru"rt -.('.m- l.ikmj; tIn' 

jimiliK I '2l\l\ • / ' / ' " when' / i:. Mum* r.itnm.'l frailmii li%-. tli.in iiiht\, we thus 

. u m i ' . t t ihc jli'iici ,0 icMilt 

r{ t /*/ - n\, : Ho / i n n ) (2.i) 

wltuli h.is ln-fii itrrivfil l>y Mi t>ovrr;in liy »oiiMilrnnj; i .i>r HHIIIIN HU IIMIHII; itnlis 

tirjf4iiiNti.ilit<-a W'f c.in now <A//ur 

•V / ' , t (/ ' . . (•-*.-») 

Willi I he lloinmliAlliOll roltttilliui 

• v Y / r J (•-':») 

('lliirl_\ tvr oil ill v laU' I' ll\ / / Wi ^cl till' l | i ) l l l l . l l l / . i l I nni l l lo l l I, Y ] wlii'll 

ftf . i t i ' iitt>i'it'1itii; l l t r " i t i i . i t io i i in whu li •» Mtt^li* \ \M i - n^ii^ivi in t in ' iwu cvi' i i ls 

,il l i l t ' t W n t lliijMHIitN \ U l l l t r l t . i l l i l ) O n . r vvi* l i . C r lhl-> H l.ll H-Mlt l . ll » M t l l | i l \ 

.1 Hl i l l l f l i>f III l l ln | t l , ( ! I< ill t o l l tr l i l r ln r H l i r l l i n ISC IIM' MMI HI I . i l | l | i l t ' \ ,i | ll | ll |t l|i|i\s 

l o .iuih'1 I In-, l o i i i l i . u n l . .itnl lixiMi it hi 111111*1 ulu-ii I In- jitulialiil |t> ol l l ir *\st<'Hi 

t ! , i \ iT>i ( i^ tlit- ">|iiiii''' lirtwi'i'ii till' UVii «'\i>|iS l*» ll l l l l l 

•2 2. D n SriHNi;-. 

W t * M)M'lt(% .1 /lit sftMJI/ 

\\S) i ,i,'t. Is CM) 

l'\ it;. > tllid'H'il «'triui'll(\ 

' • J O M . u i.'i. >, u . i , .>•(. .n.ini.if Miff,)i>^ \i'i) 

I. 
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and its norm tiy 

|X(S)| = *£,«* = X (2.6) 

Define llic null siring by 0(5), 6|' - 0 for all i and the anti-nutl Miring by 1(5), 
b) = 1 for all i, Define discrimination (XOR) by 

X ® Y = (.. . ,^V..)s = Y $ X; tj" = (6? - 4»)2 (2.7) 

from which it follows that 

A6>A = 0; A © 0 = A (2.8) 

Wc will also find it useful to define 

A = A <£ 1; hence A $ A $ 1 = 0 (2.9) 

2,3. ONE DIMENSIONAL AMPLITUDES 

Consider I wo induporidi'iilly generated K(rings A(5), B(5?) restricted by |A tf> B|~»i 
and /I - B » c. Wo call those the ioun</<ir[/ rom/iriorw. Wo now construct two 
substrings ft(»)»M') by tlir following nv.-ur.sivr ntgorklmi starting from t,j = 0 
and ending fit t » £, ) = ». 

if ft,'1 r- 1 <i»f/ ft/' = 0 //«» j := j + 1 «»»,/ /.; : I S 1 W *{ :s 0 

(/ A;1 = <l and b? = I tin n j :•= j t [ ««,/ 6J - 0 W &J :- I 

' / ('','' - '',")* •- I' "'« " J- ''j '""/ ''J <i0 't<>t <4(INl/< 

Oner wo huvr niiidf this niiislniitiini. 

n|i*)<:<b{i))-vl(rit = 0[n) 12 10) 

and wv can inw>r|>rrl Tin- sliiufi n as rfpn'Miiing a "random walk" in wliuli a "I" 

rr>j>n*srnls a tlr)» forward ami a "0" rrpn-si-iitsa sl»*|> baikward. «.* in ito'Slt'in'1 *•' 
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|iar»<ligiu. Define 

\\V rail the "points" (tij - bt,j] rotmrcling (0,0) to (r,ti) a trajectory, tiic new 

ordering i.Aranictor j lltcii rrprescuis "causal" time order along llu* trajnclory. 

Nolv that a + fc = n and <i — b = /I - /J = r for any Irojivlury IIITAIIIH; of our 

boundary conditions. 

Wr* can also define a path in the larger span* .«,, / | , t W, when* 

*, = KU.n = i^tf if 

^ v U i ' i ^ L ^ - t f H l - t f ) (2.12) 

Note thai !>>' oiiislrnititin .*\, - H, - « ; - h} ami liriMf 4 | , / / | \x lin( Ui tin* Hiiini' 

trajt-rlory in tin- (iij - i,,j) phim-; it ainuiir* ;i tlnnl "urlliii^iiiiiil" riHirdiiutr due 

to thoso 4'ASCN when faith .-1, and //, an- iiiririiii'iitfil |>y 1. Note UIMI that t l i w 

U no way front our huiindary nmdilioiih or fumi llir iiajcclury to (ell those rasi's 

from IIKHM* when' i advnn< rs fait uriilirr .-1, nui //, nor *, i* im r<*«iriil<«l. All 

we know is that A^/J - i'^-,^'''/'. Ii«'* in t!•*- niitfct* II < »/m *' S u and ihal 

"'.Ml " - I J I ' 1 ~ V ' l ' - ' » i ' ) - •'s " _ -Mt- I' "» <lwv<- f««i/f̂ liff</ni.̂ fi4iA/t |Mi)i!> 

whnh i H>atf the iii(<-ifimij> alti*ttiaii\<'> in mir III>HH 

\Ve now ;(s|i liiiw mati\ |t.iili^ < liiiidi II-M/III iiy MMIII' WHIITIIIK parameter .i 

0. I,"J. .S • H i.itiih our tit)iitif{.n\ niiHlitiMi^ H> • tHinlimturn r.iili (M||I is linl 

hi lid* )i points ulitili II«III|HIM' A li.iji'1 tuj\. ,tiul mo lie diosrii in »* tVrtS* Nol'' 

llial we haw lm>kt-ii tlif «.ni>.il iniiiiit IIIJII Iti'luii-ii |Mll> .IIHI ttiijif t'»> Ol tlir 

tttliil iniinl>i-i of Wii^ nf i lunî iiiK .i |>.»I|I i II.U.K len/t (! \>\ > fiMiu tin' S*fiS "Y 

l>i»>il>i]il)i>N. i>t>ly >*!/.<.'i>* .I) 1 ,IH-IIISIIIM i ('i)ii^i-i|tn'iki|>, llic probability of having 



a path characterized by a is 

71/(5-.)! "«! ( ' 

Thus the total number of paths IB 

P(n; S) =: £ f - 0

B ^ = £ £ ? « . ( « ) s w M - B ( n J (2.14) 

where; cjrp^-nt'O 'K the finite exponential. This is a general result for the transport 

optmtor referring to ailributt distance as lias been proved by McCoveran in FI)I\ 

Theorems 36-40. pp 55 58. 

Although Kq. '2A'l specifies the total number of paths, given S and H, it 
conceals a four-fold ambiguity arising from the construction. However the sequence 
of paths is generated, the order adopted in the sum implies a recursive generation 

of the terms PJ(TI) = n'fs\ given by 

;».+!(«> = »!••(«)/(* + 1): M«) = I (2lf>) 

The first ambiguity is the fact that we do not know whether S - n is even or odd 
outside of the uninteresting case S ~ n when paths and trajectories coincide; hence 
we do not know whether the sum terminates in an even or an odd term. The second 
ambiguity arises because, however s is ordered, we do not know how many cases 
arise because both A, and li, are incremented, or nritfitr, in terms of the notation 
introduced in Eq. 2,12, we do not know whether (he value we are summing over 
should be called .« or JJ'. To include this dichotomy we split the even and odd 
sequences themselves iulo two sequences corrimpunding tu these alternatives which 
we call 11 and 00, giving Tour recursion relations: 

" ' > ) " (. + 4X. + iK. + aX.+ 0 * " ( " i *"<"> = ' 

9 



* » • ( .+4)c + ^ . + «H. + n , c """ ; , ' ; •" ( n , "" 

At some point which depends on whether (a) .*»' - n IH evirn or odd and/or '2aAU 

is grcaU-r or less than .9 - », this four-fold ordering of the terms in tl»« sum over 

.1 l.os lo stop, and may or may not leave some terms unaccounted for. ('allii)g l)ir 

rmilhlmlion of these terms to the Mini JSP, we Itml that otir ronstrintioii allowH 

IIM to decompose (he sum over paths as follow*: 

/'(H;S) - ESJIrt-" + i t " + t*:M +pVm\ + A/' (2.17) 

We art' now in the general ritual ion discussed nt tin- start of Otis chapter, 

except that our construction lia.i provided na n-itli four\y\w» of path rather Llian 

two. Now that we have rrrognUed that lli«> amplitude.* whose xtpian- give* a 

c|iiniitily winch can be nornied lo form A probability rait In- complex, wr have 

no conceptual barrier to forming real combination* which ran tut negative on well 

as positive. I'lio obviotiN choice is to form I host* whirl) lead lo tin? Iinit« MIH'* and 

cosines, i.e. by subtracting the two components of I In* odd or even series from each 

other: 

Th»* two constructions can now lie combined by taking tin' normalized wave fam 

to 



Lion to be 

V\s-„(«) = rxps^itn) = £ ; I o * " l l ~ ) - (2.20) 

Thus, by taking [iroju'r acrouiit of th<* iiitciTt'irua1 between indrjn ndvutiy gen-
crated paths which share indistinguishable clrmetits, we t'lnttit to have dtrivid I'Vyti-
man's prescription " . for calculating the quantum mechanical wave function as a 
"sum owr paths" with imaginary finilr and ditterrtr slops, 

2.4, CONSTiU'rnOf) OK SVACKTIMK COORDINATKK 

1 + 1 dimensions 

In any univrrs'.* of hit strings of length .*», all quadruples such l hat 

AifB(]tCi l»D = 0 (2,21) 

art' called tvctite. No)*- lliul this inmlies thai 

A K\. B = C ip D; A i< C --- B t|> D; A -t» D •-•- B •)* C (2.32) 

A = Bi1»Ci>-D; B«Ci(»Di!»A: C = D * A « M * 1) - A - M J . f r (2.23) 

Consider att «-vent tlelim'tt by lour iuth'pemlfiilly j>tai(t'i'Al«*t| stim^ !•'. B.H.L 
whose norms are /'. /Mr. A; all mu>l be Irss lluui m npial In | l | S |\>i tli<> 
moment we need ntily ili'lin. H |i(tI) itilrgfi tt l>> 

|F.i-B! - » -- iH' i-LI c'.L'li 

Om intent is ID (onslniil a diMirii-M|ii;ue itHitdmale mesh J;,.^) will* I'JII -t 
1)* [minis within whu'h we tan model |>i<Hei\is.e cunlunions ordewd trajectories 

I I 
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I ' l ' i ) which ronnecl 11 ••«- "e l i ' lpom!" ((1.0) lo smiie Vtn l |nn i i t " {:,!) Ivit ig uti tin-

honndary of tin* square 

( - i n , - » < : * n; .- - in, i, • / <• i, [2.2Ti) 

The order parameter 11 < k < iHruversi 'smiy apace t ime point ulotiK tin* trajectory 

iinly uDi r ; in addit ion we retpnie thai 

; i + t - :i = i t : ' m - U -• i 1; (ftmr rlitm-i .*) (2.'2<i) 

T l i c description is sltiltc in t in ' sense th.it i l ran he rend either from 0 lo n oi 

front n to 0 and sti l l desi rihe t in ' saint trajectory Nol i ' that in n i i i l ras l to previous 

disriiKsions, (a) we consider span* like a** welt as l ime like trajectories, and (l») I licit 

(lie icn^ l l i (if l l ie string1* S > n is not specified, il i.s MIMIC finite integer named in 

advance uf the construction. Noli- fml l ie i that suite we spei ify hoth ciidpoiuls, 

we aie descrihiiiK ft romphttif pitiiess. The "wa ie Inin lions'* we wil l eventually 

' (instruct on lliit* mesh wi l l he "horn collapsed". Al l mil results wi l l heloiij* l i 

the " l ived past"; whether we should ot should not tise our theory lo pmtiit l l ie 

future, either in a det i ' rmi l i is l i i oi a statistically deteinnii ist it sense, is a separate 

ihsur we wi l l mil discuss in tins papei We have p i i k n l mn lini indary conditions 

(II, It) ( : , /) in i In* p i i i i (••>•> nf ->|n'i if\ nif> i In' pini i l i ' in 

Any spate t ime point (- ^, /1J mil mi the ,i\es ( : i . l l ( . i ' " . ' i ) lie* in ni i ' p of I he 

loin • luadiai i ls ( t . 1 ) • • It > I. I • H. i . t ) . . // • / . / • / / , I 4 . ) • . 

It * 1., I' -- II, ( . ) i* ft • I . I - li \\f I|I lux• .an hoiiiiiliii)!1, i'Oii|.ninl.s 

in It-tins uf inn ha.sit pi'ii.niieti-is. and foni in-w parameters • .1. f. A Its |/ J - - *< 

r • / / /. -- r l.t - u > i I, \l\ • ; . . ; it I r i. I it. 

| : | • / . . : - - ii / * / - . / /•' /* / It. | : | • / . . . u.l /•' -It f h 

I lie advantage " I n i l iod in u\y I lie new paiainclers r,l. f .In* I hat I hey make it 

Vt 
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enay to define what will become liorentz invariants. Explicitly 

t1 - :? = r1 = 4rl = ,r{ | - /!•'> turf A rf = - - 1 
T l 

S - t 2 = - T a = 4/fc = n 2 H - ** ) ii'itfi w = — - 1 (2.27) 

Aa wc have shown many timra(G,7] it is easy to give meaning to the concept 

of Lorontz invariancc in our discrete context. Defining r' = pr, 

is obviously invariant, and if we define *j;, = ^ p + />"')• tfp - I ~ r? «*• haw 
immediately that 

:' = ->/,{s + /*,(); f' = U i + tf,,i) (2.28) 

3-f 1 dimensions 

To distinguish space from lime in the model, we include additional xpariul 

dimensions which we require to lie Iwmogi nrotts atid tsofroptc in the sense ttutt none 

of the symmetry properties depend on the choice of the labels J , y. c,.... One of the 

great concept iial advantages of our constructive approach is that McGoverau lia* 

provrd llint in our theory the extension front 141 spare-time to 2+1 mid it-t-1 Ua> 

la stop there (I'D)* Section 3.1, ]>p 30-3-1). To see how this applies in our context. 

fix the F, I) pair as defining tlie universal ordering parameter j for causal space 

time owntN, and try to construct not only the ; coordinate from the lt,L pair a.-. 

above hut three iulditiuii.il independently generated pairs W+t H'_; A'+, X. , V*,i 

to construrl the coordinates te =• H'4 ~ M'-.j - .Y+ - , V . , j s 1 + - V_. ,md I'm 

consistency in the notation replace |„H 'iy '/.//+ with * = j? + - Z_. 

following the same procedure a.-* above, we generate four substrings w ( ( i»l . 

X-t | II | , y«("). «+('»)• Since these four strings are tmtiptiutt nt by hypothesis, they 

can not discriminate tu the tttdl string. :>o we need a definition of rnnl appropriate 

to this situation, We take thin to he those values uf j for which all four string* 

i;t 
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haw accumulated the same* number of "l* V i.r. 

The extension to /J rather than 1 spnri.il dimension* is obvious. This reduces tlie 
orobability of events occurring after ,; spare-lime steps in P ilinifMitnoiiH lo the 
,irolnl>ility of obtaining the- same number of "1" 's in I) independent Bernoulli 
sequences after j trials"" , 

Clearly tliiH definition of events deljiiej. n "liottiogeue-Ki* and isotropic1' d-spacc, 

but the probability of being able lo r-jiiftrnir let liiul events for large valuta of j 

vanities for I) > II. Consequently we need only consider thiee spatial dimensions. 

Thus* provided we have some clear way to label independent bit strings, we ean 

exieml our roust ruction of H I sp;irc<iimc lo :(+1 spnre-lime, bill no furtlier. 

AK we have discussed elsewhere!''"I, it is now straightforward to derive wave 

functions are solutions of the Sclii-M-dinj'er, Kline Cordon and Dtrac equation* 

when lliere an-crioiij-ll pntlin su that vwr.iuiiut fell inir exact < oinbiualnrial results 

fiom the appropriate sine, cosine,, exponential and liessel functions. 

3. UBEL SPACE 

St> far we b.ive been discussing wli.il III (lie general theory would be i.dlctj 

nmhtit strings*1', h> order to app)} «m tlteoty lo elcnrenl.'iiy p.iflii'le physics, v,c 

lieeil to identify the tirst part «,f lite siring with the four levels of the muttniitiitumi 

lilt nitclitj. The novelties here compared tit the bash paper'' have to do Willi the 

generation ptobleni and quark amfinrimnl, Hie scheme i Live been IIMIIK uses 
strings of len&th If), with 2 slots for tite mttll )0i». I firf (be elections iihd jr.inttii.is, 

.Hid S for tlie quarks au>I |>lu<ms. leaving two uiia<<«iuulcd for l'ufortuij.itely I 
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didn't realize until after the measurement of the /,» width«lint these ronld he used 
fur tlit' three generations; su ] lust tin- chance of making a prediction before lite 
experiment that (as I urns out to he the rase) our theory rati only accommodate 
three generations. 

Interpretntion t>l the experiment is as clear Tor us as for the convent ioitnl particle 
physicists since all it requires is the Fermi constant and the number of generations 
of masslcss neutrinos. Now we have crossed the generation gap, we can see why the 
union should he ab<iut 3-7-10 electron masses, and we should he able to lie up the 
5T,/i,i'w,lV system into a neat little package, computing lifetime* AS well as widths. 
The same reasoning suggests that (he r-lepton should he less than 3 - 7 union 
masses. Empirically it is closer to 17 than 'Jl union masses, presumably because 
it contains some electrons not well represented by being bound into JJ'B. Getting 
this correction right will give us it new handle on how to bound stale calculations. 
It will also give us another leg up on conventional theories since they have hardly 
any idea as to how to get any mass relations across the generation gap. 

The other generation problem lias to do with quarks, which is tougher because 
they me confined. I'Yom our point of view, confinement is a direct consequence 
of Mctiovernil's theorem, sime once we have identified the three asymptotically 
conserved quantum numbers as charge, leplou number and bnryon number, we 
know that we cannot stv the colored quarks ;us fnv particles. Since the theorem is 
quite explicit about bow tin* probability uf liudiiig events at large relative distances 
falls olT, we should be able to go from thai to some sort of asymptotic behavior foi 
the "confining potential" Putting thai together with the " handy dandy formula" 
for bound stales aitd resonances!') we should In- able to get a handle on enVi'live 
quark masses even though ihey do not appear as fnv particles. In parlnular. 
it might be possible to put seven cobued gluous together as a CIOMCII "glueball" 
struct tire in label j.pat«\ in which iln- vatencr <|»ark> aie colitilted. Stiing models 
of somethiltg like this Mrih-iiin-. taking the string tension bom parametei (its. 
stviu to do pietty well We .-diould be abb- In mlrululi something related to the 
parameters the} take fiom espritim-ut 

ir. 



Then* is sunk- (irgt-iM-y t t i doing .il l t l i is . s i i w - t h r top -piark is thr- on ly part icle 

which lias nut hern observed. Imt which most theorists believe ha.* to be l h m v . 

It might be found in I lie next year or so, hut if t in- u i r ren l l e r m i l a h experiment 

dire-h-d to l h i i l 1'iic) fails because it is too heavy, we might have l ive years rather 

than our in which to make DIM cri t ical predict ion. Unfortunately w r wi l l Imvr lt> 

understand " runn ing coupling constants" in our own t r r t m , and get the five other 

4|iiiirk masses r ight , before (here is any reason to believe our calculation:*. T h a i wi l l 

involve a lot of work, and 1 doubt that 1 tan carry i t through w i thou t A younger 

col laborator who really understands a i r rent high energy [thymes. 

In conclusion, I sketch how, onto the wave funct ion construction given above 

in nailed down ( I failed to explain David's combinator ial count ing adequately lo 

an interested hut skeptical audience at SI.AC 1 on l-Vhruaiy !)) we migh t a t tempt to 

present the mass calculations in A paper aimed at the I'ltysiaii Hvvtr.w. 

I ) Point out that when the label space doses olf at ' J 1 1 7 + \'Mi labels, we can 

identi fy th is as the format ion of a "par t ic le" which ha* the Planck muss, and is 

unstable against part icle emission by the Noy i ' sDywu i argument. Since at this 

point al l slots are indifferently in lerprctahle, al l constituent tiwusses are the Mime, 

and the part ic le emi t ted which starts the const n u t inn uf space t ime tia.t to he Un

stable pro ton. F inding a language which wi l l convince particle physicists that this 

is a reasonable way to calculate the basic mass of (he proton as grav i ta t ional energy 

wi l l be the major tii.sk here. 

•J) Once we have the stable pttiton in -.paie t ime , we can hack down from level 

I to levels 1.'^,:), identify the ele- i toinagtietn coupl ing, and use the Parker Itliodes 

calculat ion to generate the c l c i l i i i i i mass as a h in le elei t inmagneLii self energy. I 

was ahead) able tu pieseul t ins as a -.elf eiieigy cd< i l lat ion il l IMTCM ; I i l l ink 

I hi- .* , i l l ihiw he made m i l d i i im ie i oio i l l ' tug to • 'ouventioual I lieui t-ils, 

• 11 We ahead)' have the <[iianl mi l uuniheis |ni weak e|e< I romagi ie ln iinitic.it ion, 

Iml ini f i rm argument as to why tin* cuiipbng to i is la i i ts l o i i u c i l in l l ie way needed 

Hi p iedu t the I t ' and '/u niasM-s al (lie "\w\- level" O lue the electron HI.Lss 

Hi 
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calculation of mpjmr is accepted as due to intermediate nucleon-anlinucleoi) pairs 
due to electromagnetic coupling, essentially the same calculation give M\vfmr as 
due weak interactions with intermediate W — v slates. Since the mnis is given tunc, 
not twice, the two results must agree. I have worked this out and get the standard 
weak-electromagnetic unification formula connecting o, ilf,A/n',Jl/;j and .*in2tfu/ 
with all the factors right. Tl»w now give rigorous justification for ihr prediction of 
din^Ow and the McGoverati correction to il, that wc had argued for earlier on less 
firm grov.iidti. 

4) With the electron stabilized eleclroningiietically, the Noyes-Dysun argument 
for the pioti as a collection of electron-positron paint now becomes rigorous, and 
as indicated above, now we can identify the ft and the r-leptati within our scheme, 
should allow UK to do a good job on low energy leptonic decays 

5) Thanks to the Iiandy-dandy formula we can think of tin- piou as a bound 
state of a nticleun-anliuudeon pair, and since we have good values for the masse*, 
we have a good value for the piotwwrlcoii coupling constant, and can do low energy 
nuclear physics in a reasonable way, More importantly from a fundamental point 
of view, this calculation should »iso give us a handle for thinking about the pion 
f«* a <iuark-anli<|uark pair rather than an a nucleoli auliniicleon pair. I am Mire 
that it is no coincidence that the coupling constant is about i x 7, since 7 it- the 
proper strong coupling constant for quarks and gluoiis. Now we could try to go on 
to strange tptarks, kaous. etc. and begin 1« understand how to gel effective masses 
and running coupling constants for the light (up, down, strange) ipiark*. Thi> 
would really crack the generation problem, and lead through charm and beauty to 
the true, Mitneiimi's called the lop, <)iinrk. 

t close with an update of the tabulation of our current results. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) a) the situation whci, % counter guarantees that the particle goes through 
one slit cr the other, b) the situation when we do not know which slit the 
particle went through. 
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Summary of WHERE WE ARE in January, 1990 
General structural results 

• 3+1 Asymptotic space-time 
• combinatorial fane part trio Dime wave functions 
• supraliminal synchronization ami correlation without supraliminal signaling 
• discrete Lorenl/. transformations fur cvenl> based coordinate* 
• relativistic Holir-Snnnnrrfctd quantization 
• noii-comtnutativily between position and velocity 
• conservation lawn for Yukawa vertices and <1- events 
• crossing symmetry, OPT, npln and HtatiHiics 

Gravitaliim and Cosmology 
• the equivalence principle 
• electromagnetic ami gravitational unification 
• the three traditional tests uf general relativity 
• event horizon 
• zero-velocity frame fur the cosmic background radiation 
• mass of the visible tuiivcnc: (3*3T)*»»»^ = 4.84 x 10 5 3 gm 
• fireball time; (a1*)1*/™,** = 3.5 million year* 
• critical density: of IU„ = p/pt = 0.01175 [0.005 < fly,, < 0.0'2] 
• dark matter = 12.7 times visible matter 110??) 
• taryims |HT ptiotcm = 1/350* - 2.938... x lO' 1 0 (2 x 10- , u'/| 

Unijird Ifirort/ of ttrvmitttry /Ntr/irfr* 
m 4|uantuiit mnnheritof the Ktnitdard model for miarku and leplmm 
with runfint'tl quark* am) exactly H weakly coupled general inns 
• gravitation: hrfGin* ~ 2liJ + IW = I.7HI I7...[l - T7^\ x Hi" 

= !.<WH... x 10" |l.li»:)7(ltl) x 111111) 
« wf-alf-cWlrtiiitnftlit'lii1 dliifiVfttiuu: 

GYinJ/Ar - (1 - jfyJ/arjO'v^ = 1 •«2 7r.S... x | 0 " s (1.02 <iHJ(2) x IP" 5); 
•«»%'««* = O.M(l - jfy)*' = 0.22fi7... tO.£*!>M)| 
Mfv = *tify/2Gr*iu*ihv =•- (37.3««r/f J*in % ) ' ; <tfer*» 0fy ~ Mw 

• llu- hyiluwii alum: (iY//nv)'|I + (l/i;i7A'»)*] = I __ 
• ilu'Smmnerfi'ld formula: (/--//M ->J|I + n-'/in t v^' ~ " ' l ' ) , : ' 
• tlit'liiii'Mmrtiiri'i'iiiiHinHi; J - i ~ j " ~ " i:t7.o:iri!Mi74...|l.17.IMW»K,J.,i(5l)| 

• iiip/m, - TT-f 'Tn " l H : t f i '•' l ' l f ' 7 - (lf*:t'i-l'< WHC»7)1 

• H I * / H I , - 275|1 - r / f i \ =*J7;il*«e. [273.12 IEM7li)| 
• IH, U / I» , ~ 274(1 - ji\-i\= 261.2 1128.. [2KI.I llJ0(7n») 
• K»U.v»i^)* - ( 2 H I / ) ' - "wj , ~ (M-MMIlm,.)' 

' { H - empirical value (error) or wige 
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APPENDIX 
To illustrate the rapid pace of developments since ANPA 10,1 collect here (a) 

the homework problems I proposed for ANPA 10, (b) contribution!! to tin* first four 
issue? of the ANPA WEST Journal and {«) recent letters to Wheeler and Dyson. 

HOMEWORK FOR ANPA 10 

Queries 
We taiw A,c, ami G as measured by current scaic invariant techniques, ami 

define our dimensional units«,Fmass |MJ, length |Lj and time [Fj by 

[A/] s (Ac/fi)l; [/-J - h/{M)c; [T\ s \L\fc 

It is taken as understood in our work thai a fundamental theory sutli as ours must 
compute everything else as pure numbers in terms of rnlios to these unit* and 
provide rules of correspondence, consistent with the current practice of physics, 
that will enable us to say how tuicceshfid we have been in making such calculations 
Query /. To what extend do you agree or disagree with tl.:i staleincnf.? What 
argument!! would yon advance in support of it? What experimental or logical 
evidence would convince you tlmt tins is ,i had starling point for a fundamental 
theory? 

It is often thought, by people who have followed the ANPA programme, thai 
we have by now predicted, up to a factor of 1 ± (7(1/1:17)], the following physical 
consequences, where the symbol* h„«. their , 1 S ( m J sigmTwame: 

[A/] = ( 2 ' " + 13G)\*ip; ftr/r1 = 137 = 2* - I + 'J3 - 1 + 2T - I 

Qu. 2. What arguments wotdil you advance to siippurl this conclusion? What 
experimental or logical evidence wtiiild cuiviiice you that these reMtlt* w wrung 
or misleading? 
Qa, 3. ('an yon explain why you believe in, or do »u< belifve in, I he Parker- II hude> 
formula for the proton electron mass ratio 

mPfvu = l37ir/((3/HlU + '2/7-f4/.WK't/'0] 

Qu> 4. Using the recent results establishing momentum conservation, can you 
(a) calculate the "center of mftwT correction to the lluhr formula |»u — «i , /0 + 
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Mif/tiij,) nnd (b) see if A consistent discrete cAlmtntion provides A new route to the 
Marker-Rhodes fofititifo? 

Qu. 5. (-nil you, liy using the retativisiic disrrett' theory, including Angular inu-
meiilttm Ami "ellipticAl orbits"* obtain tin' Sommerfeld lint? structure splitting; fm 
tin* hydrogen **iK*ctrmn, and l>y using insteAd the hpin degree nf fovdom allow that 
this is consistent with the Dime calculation of tin: some quantity? 

Qu. 6. Hy treAtingthe(l) iv t label (i.o, t l iot i i t iqi ioUWli i i t l ioruUMrvd2 i r +!: l ( i 
bit string representation of the hkrnrdty which internets with everything) MI tin1 

Newtonian "quantum" in Uic iwttw w«y tliAl I lie -ouhinih 'quantum* is treated in 
llit* prvviou* exerrisc*, cAH you solve tin* Kepler problem*? 

Qu, ?. CAM you idmw (hat our theory predict* tin* grAvitation/il ri'd nliifi for light 
i-milled from Any nifasivcotijfd, 

Qu. ti. Vau you i»hovv OiAt Newtonian grnvitAtioii in our theory pirdii is only liitlf 
tin? observed delWtion of apparent Mellar portions hy the snu? I 'A I I you extend 
tin 1 grAviiAtimiAl tl i iwy to provide spin 2 graviton* in Addition to tin* Nrwloiiiiin 
term, And «how that one cs\\\ llu'll fle( 'In- fxperiiiit'iiliil rraull'.' 

Qu. 9. Hy lining ^»in "> grAviiuns in the Kapler problem (<Ju, (») in Analogy to the 
lYuat verMiin of tin 1 SoiiiiwTfeld problem (Qu. .1), can you calculate the p r r rew i 
of i hi* perihelion of Mercury? 

Qu Hi, Van ytin *>hmv that lite mas* of (he lu'iilr.tl pi«m is 'J?I lime* iheelcrlruii 
Miiiss |o m AtrulAt'y nf better limn one clef trim mas*? 

Qu, I f . |H Hie inVuttfj.otionof (J'*' 1 + YMt)1 AH nn estimate of the hitryott nuiiilni 
(ami charged lepton number) of (lie universe, whi»h Mvmt tltituriil in the nw 
text of ywymm uu i t im, A iiecejisiiry i'onseipiejirr of iltemim of I lie lypr we Are 
o»ii*tr nit inn? 

Qu. ti. Is Hie fart th.it |Kirttthi> • urrnill) known CAII only hr idrntiliiil will 
liM-MinatiV A^MilAIK'e Al level X thai AII surh panicle* are "visible" (jiiteMcl rh-i 
1 roniflRih'litAllyeitlii'i diiertlyor iiHhV>ily),aud ilia! fi>iin l1ie»lAti>li<nl point of 
view lAliefn lh.it tins'u)i (hi- III si lW" |< •*('("> will he VJi7/\i\ time* uturr pu'V.ilenl 
AII tndn'AM'W iltAl 'here Mioiihi he roughly lit inue» at ninth "dark" #w "vi&ililr" 
in At I er in the universe": lteau;v that alihttit^h I IMM- hil"ls Are no* iih-iiiilifd, th<>. 
like any IAU'1 in tin- »cVm>*. HIU>I inter* i grAV Hat tonally. 

Qij. /.V. |)i»e.s ih' 1 nut res* of lll< NttyevlKMili All'UDliitt fur the lliieitiif l||e IM'ilH'il 
ptou (Qu. 10) lake usinxenoitRli tnCAIIul.itethe twoivnimfti|i-ivt> UUitwul ih>» 
|.-3|lkli*(U.ST X I 0 " , t i setiHlds)? 

Qu. If. IInw do we i AI I til ate ( i • III^VJ uf the W AIHI thf '/,\\' If m- I A I I do ihif 
the &* - c" ,tn>) tit'inttm prison nirt^ ^>liiin^ n!miil>! hi|jow. 
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Qu, 15. Can \vc calculate sonic approximation to the Mg)uon condensate1" which 
allows MAmyslowfihi to get burning masscjT for quarks And gluoiis? If so, most of 
strong interact physics should follow in due course. 
Qu. 16 Are there quantum gooiw? 

From ANPA WEST Journal, 1, No. 1. 
A Conversation with Pierre Noyes about ANPA History 

Pierre Noycs is the American etiampio:. of "bit string9 physics, and one of 
its chief architects. He received his doctorate in theoretical physics from Berkeley 
where his mentors were Chcv, Scrher and Wick, and afterwards spent a near with 
Peierls, ttc worked on nuclear forces at Rochester and then at Livcrmorc, where 
he also worked on nuclear weapons; in 1969 he cancelled all his security cttamnccs 
in protest against the Vietnam war. Since 1962 he has been a professor at the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. He has published close to a hundred papers 
in elementary particle physics focused on .strong interactions and the quantum me* 
chanical three body problem, Since 1979 much of his effort has gone into trying to 
(urn (Ac combinatorial hierarchy into a comprehensive theory of the physical world. 

ANPA West, In simple language, what is the combinatorial hierarchy? 

Noyctt. It's A mathematical procedure generating two sequences of numbers, One 
of these sequences specifies the scale constants of the physical universe, while the 
other force* the construct ion to terminate after four steps, showing that there are 
no other IMUUY scale constants. 

ANPA Wv»i What are these scale constants? 

Noyes. Yon might say that they fix On- place of humanity in the universe. The 
human scale is a few feet, 10(1 or so pounds, ami at least a second to make a 
(lecMoa, 'lite mass of the universe sending light to us is 75 orders of magnitude 
larger than 1QQ pounds. The mass of the sm;dk\si particle we know to liaw mass 
is 32 orders of magnitude Jess ih;m 100 pounds. The mv of the wittiest s>>u-m 
we can measure w mound '22 orders of magnitude smaller than a few feet, The age 
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of the visible universe is around 15 billion years. The shortest times we can now 
infci arc around 23 orders of magnitude less than a second. What the hierarchy is 
about is a way to compute these numbers which works as physics-

/I AT/I West This linking of physics to the human place in the universe is very 
interesting, but I'm a little confused. What yon just described .ire rough magni
tudes which would seem to depend on the accident of human size, and yet what I 
think of as the scale constants are exact dimensionless numbers which belong, or 
should belong, to physical theory; could you explain a little m r̂e how these things 
are related? 

Noycs. We arc finite beings that ran only spend part of our time counting audi 
thing*. Most of our time we must upend lilting our bellies, producing and taking 
care of our progeny and trying to help others to do tin; same. Mow far wo nui 
count in tlie time available relates our evolved structure to the real of theseuiigoing 
enterprises, 

ASi'A Wtst, When mid how was the hierarchy discovered? 

.Vot/rs. It was discovered by Parker-Klinclcs in lilfil. The story as I recall hearing it 
a decade after the facts is that T«*i| Bast in posed the challenge to Fredrick Parker-
Hltodrs of how to generate a sequence with one or I wo small nmmVrs. something 
of the order of A hundred, home very large number, ami »fof». Frederick did hnlenl 
generate the sequence 3,10,|:17.3'2T in suspiciously accurateagreetnent with the 
scale constants, This was a genuine discovery. Tin* termination is At least as 
tfig»ifira?»t! There's a relatively simple rule for I he srmieme the real problem is 
to find some "stop rule1* that (<Timuni*-* ilu- •-uurfriii iiu». 

AKPA HV«f. And Parfcer-llhodes did that ion?? 

,Vaj|rM, Yes, that's wlini* Ju- M-rmid M-mieiw comes HI; it iwaMires the "taw 
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material" for the first, ami afu>r four sti-ps litis runs out, so you can't keep going. 
By the way, he. had only recently joined Bastiu^ Kilnmler, Amson and P;isk, who 
had started LhiK work in the 50Y 

ANPA West. When did you first become involved? 

Noyca. I first heard ot the hierarchy when Ted Iksliii RAW seminars on it ol 
Stanford in 1971 and 1972. As an empiririM, my first reaction was lliat any a-
priori scheme of this sort must ' ««»»-*5ticat nonsense. However, I went to the 
second seminar and realized that "(* as given hy an old argument due to Dyson, 
interpreted av counting the niAxinunn miniiicr of elect ron-posilron pairs that could 
oxiBl within their own Oon.plon wavelength. Having reduced the Argument to 
counting, I realized that the name argument could he applied to gravity, and then 
I was hooked! 

ANPA West. What were the major steps in tin? development of the theory since 
then? 

Noyu, Stein's random walk connection between relativity and quantum mechanic8. 
Kilmislcr's scheme For generating hit string, Gefwert's constructive: philosophy, 
Manthey's program universe, McGoverau's ordering operator calculus, which uni
fies the limiting velocity of rclAtivity with the commutation relations of quantum 
mechanic* in what has to be a "space" of 3 dimension*. This revolutionary unifi
cation will he discussed at ANPA 10. 

APiPA West, How do you see this work applying outside of physics? 

Noycg. That even in a "hard science" it can be more important to understand 
how wc think and how we communicate with each other about it than what we aw 
thinking "about". 
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AX PA W'tst. How and when di<l AN PA take shape as an organization? 

.Voyr.s. I had I he idea of forming AMU hi 1!)T!) when I learned from mi investment 
I'oimsi'l lh.it many corporations willi mowy In Rive nwny didn't know when? to 
put tt. I thought we could oiler something of interest to them and of use to the 
world. I got Kilmister. Hnstiti, INnker-lthodeit and Amson lo join nu> in making 
a framework. Following our first international meeting at KilmiMer's "Red 'files 
Cottage" in Sussex, we have hetd 8 animal international meetings in Cambridge 
and will have our tenth in August, l!'S8. Our initial hopes for outside funding did 
hot materialize, hut we believe we have shown thai what we do in worth supporting. 

ASl'A HTSI. What is the role of AN I'A today? 

jVoyr& 'lb pursue as best we ran alternatives to establishment views about sci
ence anil society that ran lead to ipimililiilive and testable prediction* about tin? 
uncertain future. To find a route to a better future that ran grow out of our fixed 
past. 

from ANPA WEST Journal. 1, No. 1. 
WHY DISCRETE PHYSICS? 

At the beginning of thin century physicists started grappling with two revolu
tionary ideas: quantize union And relativity Nearly A cimltiry later, there i* Mill 
no consensus as to how (or even whether) they can work together to describe grav
itation in A satiifactory way. Technical success in describing the physical universe 
ht» been achieved At ttie cost of Urge experimental program* and much ttophinti-
cated mathematics, but basic conceptual clarity is, for many of iint still lacking. 

One of the contentions made by these who practice discrete, combinatorial 
physics is that the difficulties of the ronventiona) theory stem, in targe part, from 
the attempt to embed what are basically discrete Aitd finite quantum particles in A 
continuous space-time background which is postulated rather than constructed, In 
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contrast we use a fully constructive and necessarily finitely computable approach 
in which the interconnections between events bring us those aspects, and so far as 
vtc can sec at present, only those aspects of "particles", "spare* and "time* thai 
are needed to explain contemporary cosmological observations and ronlrmporary 
experiments ill high energy particle physics. 

ID particular we necessarily have an event horizon, ft reasonable climate or the 
contemporary in.iversa! innlteraud radiation density - winch extrapolates back-
vard correctly to the "time" when the railialion broke away from the matter in the 
cosmic fireball- and a simple exp'analion or why there tit al least ten times more 
"dark" than electromagnet if ally internet ing "matter". One of the early successes 
of combinatorial physics (due lo Ainson, ltastin, K Minister am) Parker-It bodes) was 
the calculation of an excellent approximation to thedimeiisiovilfss strength of the 
electromagnetic interaction and its ratio the gravitational interaction in hydrogen. 
We also necessarily have a limiting velocity, quantized action, the correct electron 
proton mass ratio, the quantum numbers of the idandnrd model for quarks and 
leptons, and a start on quantitative calculations of problems in elementary particle 
physics. All of this is achieved by deep philosophical analysis, guided of cot]CM- by 
contemporary experience in physics but without t he use of sophist icaled continuum 
mat hematics. Instead our subtleties come from the novel and rapidly expandirg 
group of core concepts underlying contemporary cmnpxiiir M-iVun. 

Gefwert (minted out to us (bat anv coiis/nidiec physics must be cumjiutabh. 
I went to Manthey and together we constrnctetl jmajtttin univavt as the simplest 
way we could think of implementing Kttiuister's ideas on ^tuttitum ami itocrimt* 
nation. The initial elaborations I insisted on to reach familiar physics turned < ' to 
be unnecessary; the current "stripped down" algorithm seems lo give all the struc 
ture needed for modeling contemporary physics! This clFort became much more 
systematic when we started listening to and really hearing about McCoverau's 
modeling methodology. He gave us immediately a gtnriuf understanding of ihe 
limiting velocity, the reason for distant.supm/umrtid/correlations without signaling 
(ICiiistein-Podolsky-ltosen), ami a jmw/that for large numbers of events we only 
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need a common ".'J-sparf"*. Klter picked up mi these ideas and derived much o( thr 

Unrnlz structure. Discussions liclwecti Stein, Karmnnov and myself eventually 

have led to a simple and fully discrete version of the Lorentz transformations «f 

special relativity. Meanwhile, Mcfloveran liiid proved that any theory such as »urs 

will have jion-cniiiiiuitativity, and ennltled us to identify llie q<inntHIII of mlion. 

Ivarlier work in the (piatitutu tiimmcrs of the standard model of quarks and leplnns 

and n discrete scattering theory then fell into place. 

The world view which emerges ha* something in common wil l i the Deumerilcan 

slogan "Atoms ami the void sullied" as modified hy Kpit'itrus to include the p»s-

sihility of free will and exclude simplistic reductioiiism. We have a multiply ton-

liecied seipiciiceofsyiichlolii/aMc distinct events with no "spare ill helween*. ye I 

satisfy the reipiiiemeuis of special (and perhaps general) relativity and our un

derstanding of Hell's theorem, Tin ' slnhiliftilimi nf "particles" and more complex 

systems of connected events against a "ifnekground" of arhitraty change give* us 

a reasonable way of talking ahtint the *nge of the universe*, onr solar system and 

plaint, paleontology,... let alone more recent "history". We might nay thai even-

liitilly, hy chance, events and the void Miilice. Yet just liecausc we have a fixed 

past and uncertain future, we have no way to i-scape tuntvt responsibility for our 

actions, or our decisions not to lake action, lor me, w is this dimension of «ur 

alternative natural philosophy that has ilie deepest Mguilicauce. 

From A,XI*A W'KST JmmuK I . No. 'J. 

ON TO QED 

The time hasumw lo titakea fuml.d Assault on the ovst protected {orlfrss of the 

physics establishment quantum electrodynamics (QKD). In 1*>T 1 my advice , 

was that 

"We should leatn from our comrades in Southeast Asia that we must 'know 

our enemy' and attack where he is weak, nol where he i:. strong. The nt rouges! 

point in the defense of local field thi*oiy {my then mrrent and continuing runny, 
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Among others] is obviously QF.I) [Quantum Electrodynamics], so wo should leave 
this [attack] to the last and try to outflank it by finding weaker points/ 

By 1989 we are in a much more advantageous strategic and tactical situation. 

I tabulate below the major victories already achieved " I'1' — none of which 
can be reached by standard methods. Conventional theories* take as brute facts 
the general structural results which we have established. Our gravitational theory 
and cosmology arc in accord with observation, and wc find both more plausible 
than the conventional pictures. The way wc view elementary particle structure 
has & simpler and more self-coherent origin than the received wisdom allows. Ail 
of our quantitative results are for numbers that standard theories have to take 
from experiment, and often do not allow to be calculated. This solid hotly of 
firm conclusions gives us a very strong strategic position. What is lacking is sonic 
decisive calculation that goes beyond what conventional theory has achieved in a 
region where it assumes novtt theoretical or experimental predictions arc possible. 

The results now in hand open up a number of possible exciting physical ap
plications of and improvements in our theory. I will discuss several of these in 
my paper1"1 for AN PA WEST 5. Among these, the breakthrough achieved by 
McGoveran last year in calculating the fine structure constant1"1 o offers a unique 
tactical opportunity for m to make calculations in quantum clectrodynamies that 
are outside the grasp of conventional physics. 

The fine structure constant n - r2/fir 2- 1/137 encapsulates much of nine
teenth and twentieth century physics and chemistry. The symbol t 2 represents 

aws of electrochemistry and chemical valence, as discovered by Faraday, and 
the square of the electric charge on the particulate electron as discovered by 
J.J.Thompson. The limiting velocity c (the velocity of light) refers back to Maxwell 
and Einalcin. Similarly PlanckV constant ft = 2*rft was the start of quantum me
chanics. In lOfiC Amson, Hastin, Kilmister and Parker Rhodes computed the first 
approximation 1/n - 137. Taken together with the 1978 Parker-Rhodes calcula
tion of the proton-electron mass ratio this now opens up most of the physics of 
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here and now to Attack by our theory. Discrete and combinatorial physics (our 
theory) is ahead of eon volitional methods because establishment physicists have to 
take "o" from experiment; the highest ambition of particle theorists is to calculate 
tiotli the weak {/?- decay) and strong (tpmrk) iliterAI:lions and the particle mass 
ratios using only this number o. 

Bohr showed that the electron mass rn, taken together with r, h and o arc 
enough to explain the visible anil ultraviolet light (line spectrum) emitted and 
absorbed by hydrogen. Hut these siwctml lines have a doublet Tine structure*' 
measured by a 2 — hence the name. Tins fine structure was computed by Som-
mcrfcld in 101G, and in AH apparently different way by Uirac in 1920. The next 
correction is called the ul,atnh shirt1' and involves <i3, b it by the time one tries to 
compute a4 effects both the strong and I he weak interactions have to tic taken intv 
account. At this point one needs to calculate millions of lenns, which means that 
even the algebra has to he done on super computers Hence in our view QEI) is 
defended by four rings of fortifications - the effects proportional to «r, a', a'% a 4 . 
Kadi class of effects is about a hundred limes smaller than the last, and usually 
much more than a hundred times harder U> calculate, 

Conventional calculations have succeeded in achieving agreement with expert* 
ment for many effects of order o ' and Mime of order n*. Models of both the weak 
and the strong interact ions generalized from QIC1) have had twmeirti iking successes 
•™ thanks to a generous input of empirical data, The success was bought by consid* 
erable tech"ical complexity. The (ini* struct in I1 ronstitnt measures the probability 
of emission and absorption of radiation; yet when the same particle emits and ab
sorbs this radiation, the effect is infinite. Such effects can be made finite by adding 
additional infinite terms to the theory < rafted to cancel tin? calculated infinities; 
this process is called "reiiormalij-ation". Sophisticated "nun-Abelian gauge theo
ries" h.-tvc recently hounded this confusion at the cost of predicting a "vacuum" 
energy density 10'*° times too large to meet the coHinological requirements. Her' 
culean efforts are needed to keep the (modi'l) universe* from shutting themselves 
down before they can gasp. We are plagued by none of these difficulties. 
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Assuming that tin- convent tonal theorist lias successfully found his way through 
the mitie field described iti the last paragraph, lie still has difficulty properly con
necting the basically non-relntivistic (low velocity) model of tin.' hydrogen Atom 
(Bohr or Dime) to these very high (viriiuil) energy effects. A current problem for 
him is "pusil milium". Posit'ouium is an atom made up of tlie familiar negatively 
charged electron and its positively charged "anti-parttrV, tin1 positron. Together 
they annihilate, •mil "all is gamma rays" (like when the Teller am! the a»li Teller 
meet), but before this happens, Ihev emit light (spectral lines) which Dolir toulil 
compute;; first ,ipproxima1 ion to the fine structure can be obtained by following 
Somtnerfcld or Dirae. Hut this is not enough. One way the hound state problem 
show* up is that o 3 terms in the calculation of the decay lifeline of posjtrouiuni 
have not yet been articulated. They would have to he a hundred times larger than 
expected in order to explain the experimental results. This fact in itself shows 
that the conventional method of calcnlai ion is breaking down: even the «• lenn is 
suspiciously large, 

Trouble noiv exists close to ihe heart of miant-din lield theory. This fact became 
iiifliiifitd at an auspicious lime for us. Thanks (o Mctioveram3^, we have already 
breached the second (n J) line of defense surrounding QUI). Some mopping up 
operation* are still needed; a lot of U'chnical development will have lo be carried 
out before we can tackle positroniuin directly. The ttî utfiraikt fart is that «T ir»u' 
A*noir how to makr nlativtstic bound »lalr calculations in a himple way. Apparently 
all that is nmletl is a lot of hard work 1 now raise the cry: On tti 'JKD! Seize I be 
lime! 
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Ooui ANPA WEST Journal t, No.3, (Spring, 1989) 
ADVANCES ON TWO FRONTS 

Until recently our theory could calculate numerical values for a Tew elemen
tary particle parameters, but could only give heuristic or At best Mtui-tiMautttative 
estimates of tliv range for (lie next order corrections; for cosmology, the argu-
•uciits were mucJi vaguer. This situation change! dramatically when McGovcran 
made the fine structure breakthrough last year. McGovcran recently nutal that, 
following the .same line of reasoning, the corrwtiou to the "weak" (Fermi theory 
of ff-docay) Gf should be (1 — jjy),which works to four significant digits. Once 
one recognizes that sin Ow,^ is also a coupling constant factor, Add has lowest 
order value £ twrause of the missing "right-hawled" neutrinos, the same factor of 
(I - jJ>7), also corrects the Kino of the weak angle aril brings our calculation within 
the currently accepted experimental range. 

Tor our model, ir the absence of further information, one would ex|tect baryon 
number zero, i.e. equal numbers of 0*n and IV in the bit-t>tmiga. However, we 
have to start with 1 rather than 0 to gel off the ground. Hy the time we have 
funned 25S labels, and hence have the fourth power of that number of particles 
whic.lt have engaged in (2,2) scatterings (uur scatterings conserve baryofi number) 
and have closed off tlte first generation of quarks and leptons, we will still have an 
unavoidable bia.- A one part in 256*; hence ny/n, - I/25C* = 2.328 x 10 _ , ° . Since 
the higher generations repeat tin same construction, tlii" will oho be the biau for 
the whole jchemo when the 2 1 3 ? + 136 labels have been constructed. The current 
observational value of the number of Imryons per photon is nn/ny = 2.8 X 10~ell/*2 
where ft is tlie ratio of the relevant matter density to the critical density, and h0 

the ratio of the bubble constant to the currently accepted value \\ < A* < I], 
Observatiotially HA; - 0.007, and hence n/j/tt^ - 1,96 x 10" l 0. It begins to look 

* II.P.Noynand DO McOovcrw. Pk9wi £u«y«2. 7<MQ0 (10811), 
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like we can write a reasonable version of d-iirais. Whether our l)euterc;»uiuy comes 
out as it should remains to be seen. 

FINITIi AND MSCHKT12 KHLATIVISTIC QUANTUM MECHANICS1 

11. Pier re Noyes, 81, AC, Stanford, CA IM305 
Conventional theories take tin* structure of relalivistic quantum mechanics as 

given. The two empirical constants r and ft arc connected to the arbitrary historical 
standards of mans, Irnglli and time by various, hopefully self-consistent, means, 
A third rimdHini'tital constant such us <:3,mr,w,„Af/>ianci ban to be taki'ii frjiit 
experiment before theoretical "predictions" van be attempted. KVOII then there is 
no concensus on bow to calculate OK* latios between titan, — a clear requirement 
for any fundamental physical theory that allows only i-nipirirat standards for mass, 
length and time, or some equivalent like r.ft and m,, to dictate the common unitst 
for the inter-comparison of experiments between laboratories. 

Our theory [ll.P.Noyes and D.O.McCoveran, Physics liatitiys 2, 7(t (l!KS!)J] does 
not take relativist ir quaul utn mei'luinics for granted. We accept the principles of 
liniteness, discreteness, (inite irompnt ability, absolute uoii-uutqiiene.sH, and require 
the formalism to be strictly constructive. We construct (rather ibnn postulate) the 
limiting velocity and discrete events, and then derive the Lorent/ transformations 
and the nonruminntnlivity of position ;md velocity. Our ba.sir algorithm uses the 
combinatorial hierarchy to calculate scattering prohahilittes and lienre coupling 
constant* ami niiiss ratios such its (in lii>i approximation): 

c'/ftf s 1/13"; (VmJ/fcc = K / A / f w * ] ' ' = 1/1.7 X ID" 
Grm-pfhc~ IfMl&yfi = 1.078%.,. x l i r s ; AJn30|r„t s: J; H W O ) - \tt,p 

mp/mt ~ -, f

 yV*A\ 4 = I83».I5U97...; m,r/ni, d :!74iu. 

Since we have already identMied the roll- of h and c in I lie theory we can take 
a third dimensional parameter such as r 2 ,« i f t»tv>Mpt*»rk from r\pertmeiii and 
calculate a (irsl approximation for the other three. From then on our iterative 
improvement of the theory is, in principle, much the saim* as for any other fnmtii-
mental theory, I*W instance, the high dimeusmii Kaluzn-Klein theories coupled to 
a Urge number of Yang-Mills tie-Ma, compact Miml, in effect take the Planck mass 
[Ae/6'P A,i the third dimensional parameter. Weinberg [/%*. hit. U 125, 'H\h 
(IU83); P.Caudelas ami S. Weinberg, XucLPhip. B 237, J»3 (1«IS1).| tabulates 
a lirst approximation to the coupling constants in this way. Our lirst approxi
mations are much betler than tluiNe achieved by more conventional methods Of 
course one has to pay the price of learning new mathematical concepts hased on 

t SLAlMH>lMlftl(MiiKh!rt. I WW. m»H>)i»lini.) 
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our constructive principles, and became familiar with Lric* ordering operator calculus 
created by McCoveran (l).O.Mc(ioveraii, in DlSCtiETi: AND COMtilNATOHIAL 
PHYSICS: Pnr. ANPA ft tU\Noyes,«!., AN!»A WKST, £r> Biwiia Vista Way, 
Mill Valley, f'A <HM1. 11)88, pp 37101 J. 

From AS'PA WVST Journal 1, No.1(»» pim). 
ABOLISH INFRARED SLAVERY 

T)ii' current paradigm on which cuitveulmttal particle physics and cosmology 
rest* second quantized relalivistic fn'ld theory ha,** an Achilles heel. Despite 
its ltiAiiiToUl quantitative successes, and the enormously creative role it has played 
in guiding high energy particle research, all its quantitative techniques rest, ulti-
rnately, on manipulating the theory into a form in which (he interaction energy 
is small compared to some MI]veil problem with a well defined "vacuum stale". 
Then tlie interactions are seen as "perturbing" ihe calm of the vacuum by a small 
amount (eg, one part in 1*17*. Two such i literati ions should then give an effect 
proportional to one pnrt in the square of i:)7, i.e. one part in IS.7G!), am) so on. 
Although this sequence of terms can rarely be added up to give a finite algebraic 
formula for the result tt seems reasonable to drop corrections that are smaller 
than current experimental error iti the tucaMircftinil of the quantity which is being 
calculated. This is called "perturbation theory". 

These clever manipulations take their most sophisticated form in the theory 
of si rong interactions quantum chroinodynainics or t jd ) . When strongly inter 
acting particles are close together, the uiii«*rlai»ty principle forces them to have 
high momenta, high enough to create virtual particle autipat't icle pairs, or new 
particles allowed l>y the discrete con ser-ii I ion laws. Whk understood this clearly 
enough in 1!)HS when h" pre,si>nied a simple but profound analysis of the physics 
behind Yukawa V 19:15 meson theory; 1 have often called ibis I lie "Wick-Yukawa 
mechanism" fur producing short-rangr inieraeiiiH's. Qiiautiim citron lotlynntmnt is 
pii utiar in thai tin coupling "constant" between quarks (the particles) and glmms 
(thequanta, or IIH'-SOIIS) and also for the self coupling between gtitous which *tis-
tinguishes 1]C1) from quantum electrodynamics (tJKD) decreases as the energy 
increases. Consequently at high energy and sliorl 'isiarne the ellcclive coupling 
constant becomes small enough m that |>erliiiha1h>fi theory works. This is called 
"asymptotic freedom". Hut at low energy or longdistance the colored quarks be
come so strongly interacting that they can never gel aw.iy from each other. This 
is called color confinement. Since high energy correspond* to high ("ullraviolet") 
frequencies, ttiis low energy COIIIT>|KHHIS to "infrareH" fn-qiieiieies, and color cori-
UiK'ineut is some*imes called "infrared slavery". 
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Since QCT) (in the "standard muriel" farm which so far iia* no experimental 
counter-indications) is supposed io IK- a well defined mathematical theory, one 
should be- able to solve the1 equations directly without resorting to perturbation 
theory. However, the non-linear mathematics involved is not well enough under
stood to allow forma] solutions that can be evaluated numerically. Instead, tin-
continuum space-time of the theory is replaced by a finite mesh of discrete points 
and the differential operators in ihe field equations by linile difference equations 
The resulting equations are so complicated that, although suggestive results have 
been obtained, they are nowhere good enough to calculate, for instance, the bind
ing of a proton (two up quarks and a down quark) to a neutron (two down quarks 
and an up quark) to form a deuterou — the simplest complex nucleus, that of 
heavy hydrogen. By ganging several super-computers together, some people hope 
to get there in a decade or so, while others are studying how to construct special 
ized super-computers just for llie task of solving "QCD on a lattice", which is the 
jargon for this class of problems. 

Thank's to MeGovcran's successful calculation of the binding energy of the hy
drogen atom — Hie Sommerfeld formula, and the correction to the leading value of 
1/137 for the dimensionlesselectromagnetic interaction strength — 1 have realized 
that the same approach can be extended to strong interactions. This could be lh<-
first step toward abolishing infrared slavery! 

Any system of two masses nn,iu< which binds to form a less massive system 
has three wasH-cncrgies associated with it. Since we wish our description to be 
Ijorcnt/. invariant, we us*' the square of the invariant four-momentum s = /-71 -p*, 
where E is the energy and p the momentum, rather than the masses in formulating 
the connection. One of the three terms is obviously (wii + MI.')". And the ticcoiui 
the square of the mass of the bouud system, whk.i we call .su. The third is (he 
interaction energy, which will he some fraction, which we call /'*\ of some refer
ence mass HI. This interaction energy must be supplied in order to separate the 
system into its constituents tii| and JJI;, so the relativist ically invariant expression 
connecting these three quantities is 

(/*»»)*' = (»M + W 2 ) 3 - »«• 

This expression is more general than the equation 1 presented at ANi'A 11. and 
consequently more useful, as we will see shortly. I call it the HANDY-DANDY 
FORMULA. 

If we rewrite the formula as (/*tn) 2 + sQ = (mi + mj) 1 , we have a "metric 
formula" similar to that of Pythagoras in which the interaction energy and I he 
rest energy of the bound system are added in quadrature to produce the free-
particle measure. But in a discrete theory, we cannot always extract the implied 
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"square root" to obtain a rational answer. Then the product of the two "roots", i.e. 
(mi+mj+jJo)(»*i +»»+—.<«.) may prove la hr more useful for physical interpretation. 
I'or a more careful treatment see Mr(!oviTaii*s contribution to Proceedings o/ANPA 
/ / , available from Faruq Abdullah at Oily I'niversity, Loudon early next year. 

If we take a dynamical rather than a stai ic point of view, tin* measured quantity 
is the energy needed to sepnrale the hi.-md system into Us two constituent masses 
w\ and mj both at rest, and is railed the "binding energy" t; the relativistic 
definition connecting it to the notation given above in *» = (IM[ + m-> - t )* . hi the 
application to the hydrogen atom, the mass of the proton mp iind the electron rnc 

an! assumed tctmwn. and unconnected to the binding euergy. To take account of 
3-momentum conservation we refer the calculation to liie "reduced 111033" of the 
system m€p ~ mrm,,/(fii)i + tii,) s m, anil obtain the result first achieved by IJohr 
in 1915 

( in , , , - i ) J J l + n'-'] = ii'J,,. 

Here the coupling constant / - - i\ - t-fhf 2: 1/1 ̂ tT is called the "line struc
ture constant*. But this is still only a relativistic correction to a basically non-
relativistic treatment. The strong interaction case is a beilt-r test or our baste 
ideas. 

Hark in HMO IVrnii and Yang found the work K"i"R on in ekineulary particle 
physics to be too hi<lehouud and conservative, To shake things up a bit they 
noted that the recently discovered Yukawa particle (the pioti) amid In* modeled 
as a bound state of a nucleoli and an aiiiiiuicteon with spin zero; all the (discrete) 
charge, spin, parity ami isospin quantum numbers work out right. Their model 
makes it easy to understand how a proton can emit a positive pioit and chaiigu into 
a neutron, or a proton and an aiitiueiitron can fuse to produce a positive, jiiou. 
Then we could drop the complicated apparatus of second quantized relativists 
livid theory for strong interactions. They challenged theorists to produce such a 
model; they didn't have a clue as to how to do it themselves. 

I now believe that tlu "handy-dandy formula" rati lie the starting |witlt for 
meeting their challenge. U*t the two uucleous have a mass '2m N ^ 2mr and the 
pion « mass mw =: 271iu< t: (27-1 /18;tti.lf>..)I«,J 2= (l/7)m f , values we have already 
calculated ill our program . As our reference energy, in, we lake the smallest mass 
in the system, which is m, the nuuss of the piun. 'Chen most of the energy 
needed to liberate the nucleoli and the ant i-nucleoli from this hound state will go 
into making the mass of the mietcon-antiiuicleon pair, and tin- colliding constant, 

* H.I'.Noya and DOMct iowon, fltjwn &*4»* 2, IO-MH), (Itlh'J) 
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conventionally symbolized by G3, wilt have to be greater than unity. Invoking the 
handy-dandy formula 

(G*m,)2 = 2ml - "*l = (2mN)2[\ - ^ ) ^ (14m,) 2. 

In this way we claim to haw calculated G1 = M, which is close enough to the 
accepted value for this first attempt. 

We now have three ways of deriving the ^handy-dandy formula1', due respec
tively to Bohr and Sommcrfeld , Dirac and McGoveran . Bicdcnharn* has 
shown that the first two derivations rest on the same symmetry principles; we sus
pect that this is also true for our derivation. Using my relativistic Unite particle 
number scattering theory, I recently found yet another way of getting the handy-
dandy formula. The connection between the masses of the constituents, the mass 
of the resulting bound system, and the "coupling constant" / ' turns out to be sim
ply the constraint which says that there are precisely two particles in tin; system, 
in the approximation in winch the amount of time they spend "outside the range 
of forces** is large compared to the time inside. This may sound A little peculiar for 
coulomb forces, which are usually descrihtrd as having "infinite range"*, but from a 
modern point of view, this is the region of "asymptotic freedom*. The short-range 
region is where one starts to encounter particle-aiiliparliclc pairs at a distance of 
half a CoinptQii wavelength or less, ludced this is just the point where relativistic 
effects come in and where McGoverau and I have shown that the value of 1/137 Tor 
the fine structure constant has to be modified because of these additional degrees 
of freedom. 

The important point in all tins is that nothing in either McGuverau's or my 
derivation of the handy-dandy formula requires the coupling roust ant f~ to be 
small. As wc showed here in the theory of pious and nucleons, the coupling constant 
0s — 14. Perturbation theory would then require one to neglect 196 compared to 
14 even in the next approximation, This obvious nonsense is why conventional 
methods have yet to produce an adequate fundamental theory for nuclear physics. 
But for us this large coupling constant simply means that in such a system the two 
particles interact 14 times as often as they fail to interact, The formula still holds. 
This indeed is a start on abolishing infrared slavery! 

t N.Bohr, mtAfag.. 332-335, Frb. 1915. 
1 A.Sommerfcld, Ann. drr Phys. IV, 17,1-tM (1916). 
$ P A.M.Dirac, The Prtnnplri ofQuQUlvm Mtchanut, Pd rrfi/ion, Oxford, 1917, |>p 2CS-271 
S DO McGoverau and II.P.Noyn, "On tin- Kim- Structure S]«>cmnii of Hydrogen", (submit

ted to Phynrt Lttttn. A) aitd SI,ACPU 11-4730 (rm), March 23(>9*D). 
* L.C.Uiedenlmrn. Found, «//'Ay f., 13, 13 (1983) 
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Letter to John Whzdtr written Avgvtt Si, J 989 

Let's construct a quantum goon as the other end of the scale to your classical 
goon. Take as our di incisional standards Mp = [§•]?, L = j ^ , T - JT?-
Assume that wc understand c and A as units in an algebraic scheme, that A/j> 
is the largest elementary mass (and hence that the smallest elementary length is 
/,), and ask for the smallest elementary moss, which we call Mn< Clearly this >\u 
be constructed by assuming tliere is some mass rn (or equivalent^ some length 
C= ^ ) , which defines the geometric mean between the two (m3 = A//>A/» £> 
f2 = LLn ~ Tfpjfcc')- 'fhw wiH be the mass characterizing the most complex 
possibilities, and empirically is within about 1 % of the proton mads. 

Note that the relativists ttolir formula for the Coulomb binding energy c of 
two masses m |, nig can ho writ Ion AM (")jiffin~,)'J(l + (£'<*] = I with o = j ^ , and 
that the Somincrfeld (or Dirac or McCJovcran) modification can he obtained by 
« - • n + i/j2 - a*; j £ (J. Quantum n:».<hanicully( this formula h simply the 
requirement that a bound slate |>ole at * =* so *= (mi +«»:• - t ) 2 with residue 
proportional to « haw the unique value required by postulating that it contains 
exactly two structureless particles, or for scattering states the ou-sheM unitarily 
constraint (conservation of probability). If wc go to the limit of two massless 
particles bound graviiationnlly (note that the binding energy ran thru only be 
defined relative to tin: mass m which occurs in the coupling constant A = ^~)< 
the formula becomes (jjj)3[l + ( T ^ - ) 2 ] = 1. Wc predict that any two masslcs* 
particles (neutrinos, photons, gravilons) will have a lowest bound state (if allowed 
by other symmetries) whose rest mass is 1.3 x 10 1 9 smaller than the proton mass. 
We call tins a "quantum geon", The maximum number of these wo can find within 
their own Coiripton wavelength id 1.7 x 10™, for the same reason that, following 
Dyson, the maximum number of charged particle pairs wi- ran find within their 
own Compton wavelength is i:(7 s% f i#",JLr 

The Sommerfcld-Dirac-McCioveran formula, and the fact that we can construct 
neutrinos, photons, and gravjtous without introducing electromagnetic interactions 
in our scheme nc :t allows us to extern! the discussion to Mark matter". Since there 
are only two cliiral masslnss neutrinos in our context (i.e assuming that tin* distinc
tions which separate /i- and r- neutrinos from i - neutrino* <'o not generate mass), 
the simplest geoij is a vv pair in a 0~ stale, This should be called the ground 
state of "neiilrmoiiiiimn, but since that would inevitably be shortened, I christen 
it the ground stale of ncutmiium. Note that is lies below the "vacuum state" 
rontainitig only zero energy neutrino*, photons and (limi-iiiirrai'ting) grnvitous 
an appropriately vacuous concept. We Assume that the triplet stale has a bound 
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state at zero energy — easy to arrange in our finite particle number relativistic 
scattering theory — which we identify as the photon. Similarly, we can require that 
a neutrino bound to the 0" geon be a masslcsa stale indistinguishable from the 
bare neutrino, and from the neutrino bound to the photon to give spin 1/2. Then 
the exclusion principle will guarantee that the corresponding spin 3/2 state will lie 
above threshold as a resonance in v + f scattering. Two photons bound to form 
spin zero will be the 0+ quantum geon whose binding energy must be calculated 
to determine whether it is a bound, zero mass, or resonant state (we suspect the 
latter). Finally, two photons bound to form spin two with zero mass are a gravi-
ton. Although the "travelling" quanta (neutrinos, photons, gravitons) have only 
six hclicity states, our spinless geons can aggregate gravitationally to form mas-
sive objects (ultimately approaching classical gcons) and define coordinate systems 
with respect to which all five spin 2 states of the gravilons can be defined. The 
"confined" Newtonian quantum makes a sixth to which we add the two photon and 
the two neutrino states. These are the 10 states of dark matter already postulated 
(ANPA WEST Journal 1, No.3, spring, 1989} which will be generated 12.7 times 
as often as the matter which carries electromagnetic coupling. 

I hope you will like this extension of the goon idea to the quantum domain. 
A long time ago you advocated a "radical conservatism11 based on gravitation, 
etectromagnetism and neutrinos. This might be a way to do it! What do you 
think? 

In previous centuries people used to deposit a sealed letter with the secretary 
of some scientific society in order to establish priority for a discovery not yet ready 
for formal publication. I'm sending thiB tetter to you and to Freeman in a effort to 
accomplish the same purpose, but I*m not asking you to keep it secret! 

Letter to Freeman Dyson, December 23, 1989 

Thank you for your prompt response to my letter, and copy cf your paper. 
[Dyson's paper, to appear in American Journal of Physics, entitled "Fcyn man's 

Proof of the Maxwell Equations", starts from 
Newton's equation 

mx ; = f i (x t i , t ) , (1) 
with commutation relations 

(*,,**) = 0, (2) 

im>,,ift|=tfio' j t, (3) 
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and derives the Maxwell equations.) 
I am happy to see that we arc not the only ones who wanted to see Fcynman's 

derivation. You have done ail of us a big favor in making it available 
You remark that you see no particular connection between this derivation and 

the derivation of the 1+1 Dirac equation which 1 mentioned. I enclose the cur
rent version of our paper, winch McGovvran has approved. Since neither Stein or 
Karmanov have had a chance to read it as yet, please don't circulate this draft. 
However, frel free to show it to others at the Institute and discuss it with them 
if you feci so inclined. I agree that there is no obvious connection between our 
thinking and the paradoxes posed by the Feynman derivation, other than that we 
are using a Zitterbtwegung model which was in his thoughts at the same time. I 
will return below to what t believe is a fruitful interaction between the derivation 
you have provided for us and our own program. 

One of the first things that struck me in your reconstruction of Fcynman's proof 
is that only the two dimensional constants A and m occur; the limiting velocity c is 
missing both from the postulates (1),(2),(3) and from the results (4),f5),(6). This 
already goes a long way toward rorolving the paradox of electromagnetic ("Lorcntz 
invariant") field equations derived from a Galilean invariant definition of mass. So 
long as the system of equations plus interpretation has no way to specify c as a 
dimensional constant, the theory is scale invariant. Although Bq's 5 and 6 imply 
a limiting velocity (c=l), within this context one can always pick units so that 
to some unknowable accuracy it will be impossible to tell Galilean from Lorcntz 
invuriance. McGoveran has reached the same conclusion independently. 

I am sure you arc familiar with at least part of this story, and I imagine Fcyn-
man was as well. Free field QED depends only on h and e; it is scale invariant. In 
their classic paper on the mcasurability of electromagnetic fields, Bohr and Rosen* 
fcld make use of the scale invariancc of QED to justify their use of macroscopic 
apparatus and the noit-rcUtivtstic uncertainty relations when they derive the corn* 
natation relations for £ and /?. But they point out at the end of the paper that 

once a unit of mass is introduced, the derivation breaks down. It was for this rea
son that they questioned the validity of second quantization for the matter field. 
Since Oppenheimer had me study this paper when I was a graduate student, I 
acquired this suspicion early, and never lost it. NonrclativiBtic quantum mcchantCD 
is also scale invariant! depending as it docs only on h and m. In my paper on 
the double slit experiment*"'1 point out that for this reason it can in principle 
be teued with macroscopic apparatus using cannon balls shot through holes in 
armor plate detected by the deflection of individual grains of bird Bbot scattered 
from trw cannon baits — provided the whole experiment is carried out in the dark! 
Scale invariance in this case is broken once a limiting velocity is specified, just as 
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Feynman's derivation breaks down once tbi* i» dom.-, 
1 hope this analysts removes the paradox for you. If so I would like your 

opinion as to whether a note to the American Journal of Physics along these 
lines would be in order. The moral I draw from this is that rVymnan's program 
failed to turn up new physics because lie did not confront lite incompatibility of 
quantum mechanics with relativity at a fundamental level. He was still wedded 
to the continuum, so hail to go instead to "rcnormalizalion" and the juggling of 
infinities, I was never happy with this, which is why I spent so many years on 
phenomenology, dispersion theory, and the tion-rclativistie three body problem. 
For these problems the initial theory is well defined, and the danger signals are 
easy to spat because of the Wick- Yulcawa mechanism for producing new particulate 
degrees of freedom at short distance due to particle creation. Hut I was eventually 
led back to foundations, as you know. I believe that the Feyumati derivation gives 
me a convenient starting point from which I can explain why we believe we can 
get new physics out of our discrete framework. 

The key lo the success of our finite theory in modeling quantum mechanics 
witli discrete step lengths in space and time, ionics from our use of McGovenurs 
definition of attribute distance in tin- context of a conservation law applying lo 
multiple computational paths between two cudpoiiits. I use this first to derive 
the time dependence of the Sdiroedingcr equation for an isolated system (constant 
llamiltonian with eigenvalue wt2) from our model. The connection to Fcynmnn is 
ttiat we allow steps both forward and backward in time with the backward steps 
representing an anti-system and the conservation law being that the number of 
systems minus the number of antisystcms is the same at the two ends of the path. 
Suppose the number of st -ps forward is F and the number of steps baclword 
is B. We define the "time" 7* (in units of our step length) from the beginning 
to the end of the path as 7' ~ F — li, and ask how many paths satisfy this 
constraint. We distinguish these paths from the "trajectory", which consists of the 
T "points" 1,2 T which may be traversed a large number of limes before the 
boundary condition is met. We characterize the paths by the number of reVersals 
V. The portions of the paths forward and backward for a reversal which occurs 
outside the interval cancel out, so we can count only those which occur inside. 
ISitch of these can occur at any point, so tbe number of paths contributed by V 
reversals will conlnui the factor 7'*'; that is, we are sampling with replacement. 
To calculate the number of paths, this must ta multiplied by the probability that 
a path satisfying the boundary conditions with V reversals will occur. Assume 
that it takes S executions of a computational procedure to generate the sequence 
defining a particular path, of which V call far a reversal. Then the total population 
of paths is simply the number of permutations which is S\f[S - V)!. Of these only 
the combinations S\/V%S- V)\ are distinguishable, so the probability of generating 
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a distinguishable path is this number divided by the number of permutations, or 
l/V\. Consequently the number of distinguishable paths for V reversals is TvjVl. 
This is a general result for *lie "transport operator*1 referring to attribute distance, 
as was shown by McGoveran some time ago [FDP, Theorems 36-10, pp 55-58). 

What goes beyond this general result is the reynman model tlml if the last 
step in the sequence is forward, a system arrives, while if the last, step is backward, 
an anti-system arrives, Consecpiently if we have two paths that differ in this way 
we must subtract one from the other to get the net amplitude, positive if systems 
predominate and negative in the opposite case. Take as ottr boundary condition 
that prior to the start or the motion and after the end we have a system rather than 
an anti-system. Suppose F > B so the motion is "forward in time* and that tin* 
first step is forward so starts with a system. Then for an even number of reversals 
it will end as a system, hut for an odd number it will end as nn anti-system, so the 
amplitude for this case is 

l-T)v 

A I* \ m I ft* 

/!+ = hv=u,TVt„—^ * con I 
However, if the first step is backward, we must make al least one reversal for the 
end result to be a system, so 

i-T)v 

- = i*r=i.crfj—-y\ > -*»« ' 

It is characteristic of the Qntiring operator calculus that when there are pat!'.1* 
with interfering Alternatives due to the sharing of indistinguishable possibilities 
which arc generated by two independent arbitrary sequence ordered h», a global 
ordering operator that we obtain at hunt* two different results; further, we do not 
have stilfirieiit information to choose l>etweeii them. However, ns in this rase, we 
do have the requirement that whichever paths we L-averst>d, we arrivird nt the end 
result with unit probability and hence that the results must lie added in quadrature 
and normalized [cf, Itef. 10 above]. Thus we have shown that with the Peyitmati 
conservation law connecting motion "backward in time" to anti-systems, a system 
that takes T discrete steps will arrive with probability A% + Ai which lun.s out 
lo already be normalized to one system in our derivation, 

To go from this derivation to the time dependence ,jf the Schrocdingcr e(|iiation 
is now trivial. It is a matter of mathematical convenience i„ t<oinliiiie the two real 
sequences into one complex sequence 0 = 4+ + iA. will, the nil*1 that the proba
bility is proportional to \ii>\1. The unit step length is set by the usual quantisation 

• Phrase added by DMrfi, nut in original 
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condition w r — I£ - hi' = fiu\ and lifino for finite stop length IMII a number «f 
reversals large compared lo hjunr, we have found the solution of tin' continuum 
equation 

and also drrivtd the nil'.' relating |t/*|' to probabilities rather tli.tt: having to pus
tulate it separately. 

Wr can now goon to connect <tp with y ;nr reconstruction of Ivy moan's deriva
tion of the Maxwdl equations. To begin with, we derive [Kef. 1 above) our discrete 
version of your Eij. 3, rather than postulating it. Breaking into our development at 
a point appropriate to this discussion, we can postulate (hat any mass in executes a 
discrete Zillerbi-nvgung • whose origin I return to below —at ±c with space steps 
h/mc and time steps h/mti'. \VV break scale in variance from the start, and require 
the theory to be quantum mechanical and rclativiitic at the same tinu'. Concen
trating for the moment on 1 r 1 dimensions, and a particle which starts at a at 
time t, and ends at 6 at time tf, which takes fl steps to the right anil L steps to the 
left to gel there, we see that for Ih'w finite motion z = (b- a) = c{tt - L)(h/mc), 
ci - c((j - t9) = {R + L)(h/mc) and that the invariant interval r is given by 
r 2 = <V —*J = \Rl(hjmc)2 independent of the number of time steps N s= R+L 
This simple fact is one key to how we can retain our finite step length and still 
approximate cur results by a continuum theory for times large compared to hfmt?. 

The theory i u Lorcuta invariant in the following sense. If we go to a coordinate 
system with /? = plit V = p - , L , r is invariant, and we recover the usual Î orentz 
transformation with y2 — \f[]—0~) s= %{p+p~x), provided only A/me is invariant. 
This means that the same mode) allows us to define momentum as p = y(imc and 
energy as E = TWIC2 with the usual invariancc relation E3 - p V = m 2 e 4 in leniu. 
of the finite velocity between the two endpoints / * - ( / ( - L)/{H + I) = ^ - 1. 

We can now go through the same type of derivation of the sum over paths for 
the left-right motion in the z direction (assumed independently generated from the 
lime motion, except for the same global ordering operator and the boundary con-
dition» specified above) assuming that pt is conserved between the endpoints and 
arrive at the space wave function e'**, and by multiplying it by the independent 
time evolution get if>[:tt) as the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation 

where we have used E2 - nje'+m V , Equivalent^ we could derive the equation in 
the rest system where cf = r and then make a discrete loreiit/. transformation to an 
arbitrary system. Now that we have derived the way the imaginary unit t enters onr 
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theory, we can carry ilirougli tin- same derivations using the ruyunian relativists 
presoriptiuiil,a,l '* that we sli<»il<] sum over paths weighted by {ithfmc)v^ except 
that we can ink*' < = I and still go to the continuum limit for audinently large spnee 
and time intervals. This is the route wo follow in tin* unclose*! paper'"1 deriving 
ilie 14 1 Dirnt* equation, and giving an exact combinatorial result without taking 
tilt- roittmiimn limit. 

I trust tliiil l>y m>vv I haw given sulliricul jiislinValion Tor ihr claim tliat m 
our model we |mw proved the rommuuiion relation f'l) as arfcini* from i — ±r 
with a discrete step length ft/me, thus IM thin ujuatiait canceling out the velocity 
ttf light and removing tin* paradox. Our theory in IMXVUV/. invariant in the discrete 
sense defined above. So far as [2) goes, the :mle(>endence of the space directions, 
we haw n more powerful result known as McCoveran's theorem (I-'Ill*, Theomu 
lit. pp :t»-;li) 

Theorem 13: The upper bound on the global (/'dimensionality of a </-j»p;uv 
of cardinality .V with a discrete, Ihiite and homogeneous distance function is ft for 
sufficiently large .V. 
In our context this a simple application of a theorem proved by Feller about inde-
pendent Hertioillli sequences ;|.r) years ago. 

When it comes lo (L), wo have to do a little ntoro work in llmt so far we have 
not defined mass. In the fundamental theory this is obtained from our derivation 
of tin; ratio of the Planck mass to the proton mass, which incidentally makes 
the etpiivalence of gravitational and inertia) mass in our theory a proved result 
rather Ihnn A postulate, But we still need some o/K'tvifioiiiif rule con nee ting mass 
to laboratory experiment. Following Mach, we use the- Third Law (momentum 
conservation) to define mass ratios. Since nij, is structurally defined ii> our theory 
and easy to connect to the usual lalmratory definitions, thin closes that loop, but 
then requires us lo derive the Third Law. This is easy, since our delinition of events 
requires us to have the step lengths in a system with two different masses he in some 
rational ratio, which then is conserved. Details will be presented elttowhcrc|cf. thin 
paper, above). Incidentally, a direct proof of the First Law (persistence of velocity 
as defined by the counter paradigm) has already been given"". Consequently wc 
have already defined mass and, following Mach, (1) most be viewed as a definition 
of force. Of course we must replace this by using instead the time rat*' of change of 
momentum. Siiuc wc have defined momentum above, we also have the moment (im
position commutation relation (22), relativislir Uohr-Sointiivrfeld quautir tion, etc. 
We have now derived, rather than postulated, your (1), (2), (3) and can accept 
Peynman's derivation as leading to the Maxwell equations, since in our theory the 
velocity which occurs in them is already required to be c and the IsoreutK invariniicu 
made compatible with our discrete versions of (1) and (3). I would very much 
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, appreciate any comments you have on this and any suggestions you 
might have as to where and with how much detail we should attempt 
to publish it. 

This still may leave you unsatisfied as to how the Maxwell equations emerge 
in an intuitive sense. But if yon will refer to our basic paper (Rcf. 4) you will 
find that we already had the uptti quantum nunber for fer miens even before the 
enclosed derivation of the Dirac equations, and knew how to use them as boLlt 
sources and sinks of spin 1 photons and the coulomb interaction. We arc forced by 
our theory to adopt the Wheeler-Fey nman point of view that "photons" have to 
be defined in terms of tltctr sources and sinks, but are better off than conventional 
QED because wc need only a finite number of "soft photons" to define our metric, 
and have no ultraviolet or infrared divergences. Which brings me to the question 
of what causes the Zittcrbcwegung in the first place. 

My tentative conclusion is that w'-at wc have done is to model what in a second 
quantized field theory would be called the "vacuum fluctuations of the fields*1 or 
the "zero point energy" of tlie harmonic oscillators in those models in a finite and 
convergent manner. At this point wc do not need to know the strength of the 
interactions, since the fluctuations only depend on he if wc know our mass in that 
unit. A good test of this will he whether wc can derive the Casimir effect. I am 
already sure thai it will he attractive for two plates and repulsive for a sphere, 
but whether we can get the coefficient right remains to be seen. Since wc get both 
the Fermi constant and the electromagnetic a in close agreement to experiment 
in our first approximation, and the Dirac-Sommcrfcld formula for Hydrogen at 
the same time as we get a to six or seven significant figures it looks like the 
Lamb shift should not be too difficult. If, following ParkeMlhodes, wc think of the 
mass of the electron as due to the interaction with the electromagnetic field using 
the proton compton radius as the unit of length* we not only get the right result 
but can consistently think of our Zittcrbtxotgung as a way of making a finite mass 
renormalisalion. 

I could go on to other new results, but at this point I am primarily concerned 
with how you think our theory docs, or docs not, relate to the Pcynniati calculation. 
I hope to hear from you coon. 
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